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We give a reduction procedurefor SU(2)-tracevariablesand an explicit description of the
reducedconfigurationspaceof pure SU(2)-gaugetheoryon thehypercubiclattices in two, three
and four dimensions,using an independentsubsetof the gauge-invariantWilson loops.

1. Introduction

During the last five years a remarkable unification in the description of
Yang—Mills theory andgravity hasbeentaking place. This was madepossibleby
Ashtekar’sintroductionof gaugetheorylike variablesfor canonicalgravity, namely,
a connectionone-form A and its canonicallyconjugate“electric field” E, with
internal SU(2)~-degreesof freedom[11.This way the phasespaceof pure gravity
becomesimbeddedinto the phase spaceof a gaugetheory with gauge group
SU(2)~ SL(2, C). As a consequence,methodsof gaugetheoryhavebeenapplied
within the new formulation. In particular,Jacobsonand Smolin were the first to
use holonomies,i.e. non-localvariablesdependingon closedcurvesin three-space,
to describepure gravity [21.Such ioop variableswere employedsubsequentlyby
Rovelli andSmolin [3] in their proposalfor a new non-perturbativequantizationof

canonicalgravity. (A review of this and other resultsmay be found in reference
[4].) Their philosophy is to use only gauge-invariantloop variablesto parametrize
the reduced(with respectto the Gausslaw constraints)phasespaceandquantize
the theoryby finding a representationof the classicalPoissonalgebraformed by
these variables. This has in turn led to renewed interest in a similar loop
formulation of classicalandquantumYang—Mills theory [5—9].

In this paperwe will be exclusivelyconcernedwith the classicalloop variables
which featureprominentlyin theseloop approachesand areof the form

T(a) := Tr P exp ~Aa(a(t))cia(t) dt, (1.1)

with P denoting path-orderingand a either a closedcurve on somethree-mani-
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fold or a closedpathon a hypercubiclattice. The connectionone-form A takes

values in the gauge algebra su(2), or its complexified version su(2)~in the
gravitationalcase.Although for simplicity suppressedin the notation,it is under-
stoodthat T(a) dependson the gaugepotential A. In the context of Yang—Mills
theory, both on the lattice and in the continuum,the quantitiesT(a), sometimes
calledWilson loops, arewell known andhavebeenusedin variousformulationsto
describepartof thetheory(see,for example,refs. [10—12]).The main propertiesof
the T(a) are their invarianceundergaugetransformationsof the A’s andindepen-
dence of the base point of the loop a which can easily be demonstrated.
Moreover,unlike local variables,they cancarry diffeomorphism-invariantinforma-
tion which is importantin all applicationsto gravity.

My intention is to developfurther a loop approachthat is exclusivelybasedon

the use of gauge-invariantvariablesof type (1.1), and is thus in line with some
recentproposalsfor the quantizationof both gaugetheory and gravity [3,5,7,81.
This relies on the well-known fact that any gauge-invariantfunction of the

connectionA in a pure SU(N) gaugetheory can be expressedin terms of the
tracesof holonomiesof closedcurves,i.e. the Wilson loops T(a). More precisely,

thereis a one-to-onecorrespondencebetweenconfigurationsA(x) modulogauge
transformations(i.e. elementsof the set of gauge-equivalenceclassesd/~’) anda
configurationT[a] (with a now rangingover all loopsin the underlyingmanifold),
modulo certain constraintsamong individual values T(a). The existenceof con-

straints implies the loop functional T[a] is not arbitrary, but has to satisfy a
numberof conditionswhich ensureit is the traceof the path-orderedproduct of
matricesbelongingto a representationof a particulargaugegroup [13],in our case
the fundamentalrepresentationof SU(2). Theseconditionsare sometimescalled
Mandelstamconstraints[141. For the gauge group SU(2), they are essentially
summarizedby the equation

T(a)T(13)=T(a o~I3)+T(a o~31), (1.2)

relating the Wilson loops of the two closed curves a and /3 intersectingin a
common point s to the Wilson loopsof the compositecurves a o ~/3 (a followed
by /3) and a o p 1 (a followed by the inverse of /3), with o denoting as usual
the compositionof loops in s [31.In other words, by working throughoutwith
variables T(a) we have got rid of problems with gauge-covariance(since all
functionsof the T(a) will be gauge-invariantby construction),but insteadhaveto
dealwith the vast overcompletenessof the set of T(a). The Wilson loopsarenot
independent,but obeyconstraintsnon-linearin T, eq.(1.2), andsimilar conditions
for morecomplicatedintersectingandoverlappingloopconfigurationsthat canbe
derived from eq. (1.2). Theseconstraintslie at the heart of the gauge-invariant
loop formulation of the SU(2)-gaugetheoryandthe SU(2)~-formulationof general
relativity. The SU(2)-loop variables give us information about a “reduced loop
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space”, obtained after factoring out by the equivalencerelations given by the
Mandelstamconstraints(1.2). Little about the structureof this reducedspace is
known yet butclearly necessaryfor understandingthe physicalcontentof theories
formulatedin the loop approach.

This paperdealswith the classicalsolution of the SU(2)-constraints(1.2). First a
set of relations is derivedwhich enableone to maximally reducethe redundancy
implied by the Mandelstamconstraintsfor configurationsof n loops basedat a
commonpoint. This is relevantfor the continuumdescriptionof bothYang—Mills
theory and gravity (for example, the searchof solutions to the hamiltonian

constraint in the latter [15]). Then, as an application,a new description of the
reducedconfigurationspacesof the SU(2)-latticegaugetheory in two, threeand
four dimensionsin terms of a set of independentWilson loops is given.The main
applications I have in mind are the three- and four-dimensional lagrangian
(euclidean)theories[16] andtheir hamiltonianversionsin 2 + 1 and3 + 1 dimen-
sions(with continuoustime variable)[10]. It is remarkablethat such a description
(in terms of the Wilson loops of a subsetof small lattice loops) exists at all, and

that it is completely homogeneouson the hypercubic lattice (i.e. the set of
independentloops is mappedonto itself under lattice translations).Note that
thereis also a lattice versionof puregravity in the new formulation [17], to which
my resultsnaturally apply.

The organizationof the paper is as follows. Sect. 2 describesthe reductionof
classicalloopvariables T(af3y . ), dependingon loops a, /3 . . . , composedat a
point, to functionsof loop variablesdependingon only oneor two loops. A set of
independentloop variableson the N x N-lattice is introducedin sect. 3, together
with their main properties.As an illustration, the loop variables associatedwith
the I x 1-lattice are given explicitly. Sect. 4 contains the generalizationof this
descriptionof the reducedconfigurationspaceto the three-andfour-dimensional
lattice, which is relatively straightforward.The paper concludeswith some com-
mentson the relevanceandpossiblefurtherdevelopmentsof the resultspresented.
AppendixA containsthe transformationof the T-variablesto a moreconvenient
set, calledthe L-variables,and the derivationof some identitiesappearingin the

main text.

2. The reduction of the classicalloop variables

Considera set of n SU(2)-matricesU,~,,i = 1,.. . , n, in the fundamentalrepre-
sentation(or, moregenerally,of n complexunimodular2 x 2-matrices).Wewill be
interestedin the traces of products of thesematrices, Tr(UaUa U~).The
presentwork is motivated by the new loop approachto canonical gravity and
(lattice) gaugetheorywhere a matrix U~arisesas the holonomy

(Ua)AB = (~exp ~A)B, (2.1)
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i.e. the path-orderedexponentialof the integralof a connectionone-form A over
a closed loop a lying in some three-manifoldor on a hypercubiclattice, henceI

will useloop languagethroughout.
The trace function plays a specialrole becauseof its invarianceundergauge

transformationsU~~-’gU~g’,gESU(2). The quantitiesTr(Ua Uak) are not
functionally independent,but obeynon-linearconstraintsof the form

Tr U~Tr U~= Tr UaUp + Tr ~ (2.2)

as can easily be verified. These constraints are well-known special casesof

identities holding for tracesof complex n X n-matrices,amongphysicists some-
times known as generalizedMandelstamconstraints(see ref. [181and references
therein). In the loop approachthey translateinto algebraicconstraintson the
T-variables,T(a) := Tr Ua, leadingto the relations(1.2) of the introduction.

Whenever intersecting-loop configurationsbecome important, the resulting
redundancyof T-variables has to be dealt with in some form. Up to now, the
problem of imposing the set of conditions (1.2) has usually been left to the
quantumtheory, wherequantumanaloguesof (1.2) haveto be imposedasoperator
conditionson wave functions [3,81or incorporatedotherwiseinto the quantum
representation[5,19]. In view of the central importanceof the identities(1.2) one
would like to havea descriptionof the spaceof classicalT-variablesin termsof a
set of independentvariables,obtainedby solving theseconstraints.

For the restrictedcaseof loop configurationswith at most two loops intersect-

ing in onepoint, this wasdonein ref. [7], leadingto a set of so-calledL-variables.
In thefollowing I will extendthis resultto configurationswith n loopsintersecting
in onepoint. In this section I will show how to reducemaximally the set of trace
variablesand how to expressany Tr(Uai U~)as functions of variablesTr(Ua)
and Tr(U,yUa) alone, i.e. on trace variablesdependingon a singlematrix U or a
pair of U’s.

Consider a set of n oriented ioops a,, 1 = ~ ~,n, (called basic loops) all
intersectingin a common point s, and all loops(called compositeloops) that can
be obtainedby composingtheseloops andtheir inversesa[1 in s. (A basic loop
will alsobe consideredasa specialcaseof a compositeloop.) The associatedset of
T-variablesconsistsof all expressionsT(a~±1 ~ o o a

1~1) T(1s),with
arbitrarily long but finite “products” of basic loops and their inversesas argu-
ments. From now on the symbols ° in expressionswith compositeloopswill be
omitted. The aim will be to rewrite T(~)in a seriesof steps,using algebraic
identitiesderivedfrom equation(1.2).

(i) Readingeq.(1.2) as

T(a13’) = —T(a13)+ T(a)T(/3), (2.3)
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with /3 a positively oriented basic loop and a any composite loop, we can
successivelyeliminateall inversebasicloopsandrewrite T(~t)asa sumof products
of T’s dependingonly on positively orientedbasicloops.

(ii) Given an expressionT(a/3y .. . ) with a, /3, y,... positively orientedloops,
we caneliminate all multiple occurrencesof loopsby using

T(af3a-y)= T(a/3)T(ay) + T(f3y) — T(f3)T(y),

in particular,

T(a2/3) = T(a)T(aj3) — T(f3),

T(a2) = T(a)2 — 2, (2.4)

(wherewe may take a to be a basicloop and /3, y composite),which caneasily be
derivedfrom (1.2). This meanswe can rewrite T(~)as a sumof productsof T’s,
eachdependingon at most n distinct basicloops.

(iii) Note furthermorethat the order in which the basic loops occur in such a
term T is not important,sincethe variableT(a/3y) is not independentof T(/3ay)
with a and /3 permuted

T(a/3y) = —T(f3ay)+ T(a)T(/3y) + T(f3)T(ay) + T(y)T(af3)

—T(a)T(/3)T(y). (2.5)

Hencewe may bring the positivelyorientedbasicioopsappearingas argumentsof
any T into somegiven order (for example,accordingto their label i).

(iv) We canre-expressany T dependingon four or morebasicloopsas a sumof
productsof T-variablesdependingon at most threebasicloops, usingthe identity

T(af3y5) = ~(T(a)T(/3y6) + T(13)T(ayô)+ T(y)T(a/3ö) + T(~)T(a/3y)

—T(a13)T(y)T(8)— T(f3-y)T(a)T(6) — T(y6)T(a)T(13)

—T(a5)T(/3)T(y) + T(af3)T(y~)— T(ay)T(f3~)

+T(ai5)T(f3y) + T(a)T(f3)T(y)T(5)). (2.6)

Like all the previousidentitiesthis oneholds for arbitraryloops a, /3, y, 6 andin
particularfor basicloops. One derivesequation(2.6) by addingto the expression
T(af3y6)+ T(a~/3y5)= T(a)T(f3y6) (obtainedfrom (i)) an expressionfor the
difference T(a/3yt5)— T(a~/3y8)in terms of T’s dependingon at most three
loops,obtainedby the combineduseof (i), (iii) andthe identity T(a61y — 1/31) =

T(a’/3y6). Note that the right-hand side of (2.6) has the correct invariance
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propertyundercyclic permutationof the loops a, /3, y and 6. Hence we can
expressany T(~)as a sum of productsof T’s dependingon one, two or three
distinct basicloops (of which thereare n, ~n(n — 1) and ~n(n — 1)(n — 2) respec-

tively).
(v) Any T dependingon three basic loops is functionally dependenton T’s

dependingon only one or two basicloops, by virtue of the identity

L(a/3y)2+ L(a/3)L(ay)L(/3y) + ~L(a2)L(/32)L(y2)

- ~L(a/3)2L(y2) - 4L(ay)2L(132)- ~L(py)2L(a2) =0. (2.7)

The derivationof this expression,usingthe SU(2)-identities,is nontrivial andcan
befound in appendixA. This andthe following identityhavebeenwritten in terms
of L-variableswhich simplifies their form enormously.The relationbetween L-
and T-variablesis straightforwardandalso given in appendixA, togetherwith the
equivalentsof eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) in terms of T-variables. From eq. (2.7) we
concludethat the knowledgeof all L’s (T’s) dependingon oneor two basicloops
determinesany L(a/3y) (T(af3y))up to a sign.

(vi) However,the setof the n variablesL(a) (T(a)) andthe ~n(n — 1) variables
L(a/3) (T(a/3)) is still redundant.There is onefinal set of conditionsthat can be
obtainedfrom eq.(1.2), namely

L(a/3)2L(y6)2+ L(ay)2L(/36)2+ L(a6)2L(/3y)2

- L(af3)2L(y2)L(62) - L(ay)2L(/32)L(62)_L(a6)2L(132)L(y2)

_L(/3y)2L(a2)L(62) - L(/36)2L(a2)L(
72) - L(y6)

2L(a2)L(/32)

+ 2L(a2)L(f3y)L(136)L(y6) + 2L(f32)L(ay)L(a6)L(y6)

+2L(-y2)L(af3)L(a6)L(f36) +2L(62)L(af3)L(ay)L(f3
7)

— 2L(af3)L(f3y)L(y6)L(a6) — 2L(ay)L(136)L(aô)L(13y)

— 2L(ay)L(/36)L(af3)L(y6) + L(a
2)L(132)L(y2)L(62)= 0, (2.8)

whosederivationcan also be found in appendixA. Becausethe conditionsof this
form are themselvesnot independentof eachother, the elimination of this last
redundancyof variablesis non-trivial andwill not be discussedhere.The relations
(2.3—2.6)arewell known and havebeenincludedfor the sakeof convenienceand
completeness,whereasthe relations (2.7) and (2.8) to my knowledgehave not
appearedin the literature.
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3. Independentloop variables on the lattice

Our setting in this and the following section will be the SU(2)-gaugetheory
without fermions on a hypercubic lattice with periodic boundaryconditions.We
will introducesetsof independent,gauge-invariantvariablesT(a) on the configu-
ration spacesof these theories, given by the traces of holonomies Ua (in the
fundamentalrepresentation)of certainclosedpaths a on the lattice,madeup of
somesequenceof orientedlinks 11/2 1

T(a)=TrUT,:=Tr(U/J U,,,) l,ua. (3.1)

Such loop variableshavebeenwidely used in the literature since they constitute
naturalvariableson the reducedconfigurationspaceof any puregaugetheory (i.e.
afterfactoring out the gauge-equivalenceclasses).The hamiltonianloop approach
advocatedby Rovelli andSmolin [3,8] andindependentlyby Gambini andTrias [5],
to which our results directly apply, intends to be more radical: the theory is
exclusivelybasedon gauge-invarianttracevariablesandgauge-covariantquantities
never appear. For example, in the quantum theory not only gauge-invariant
operatorslike Tr U,, (aspotential term in the quantumhamiltonian; p denotinga
plaquette)are employed,but also wave functions are labelledby loop configura-
tions in a gauge-invariantmanner.That it is indeed possibleto formulate the
SU(N) lattice gaugetheoryin this waywasshown in ref. [6,8] andcorroboratedby
computationalresultsof Brügmannfor the SU(2) caseon a 4 x 4-spatial lattice [9].
The resultsderived in this paperarealso relevant to the lagrangianformulation,
where an appropriatequantizationhoweverstill hasto be found.

The objectionoftenraisedagainstsucha loop approach,bothon the lattice and
in the continuum, is the overcompletenessof the trace variableswhich was the
subjectof sect. 2 (see e.g. ref. [12]). For example,in ref. [9] a linearly independent
subsetof wave functionsis selectedby a computeralgorithmfrom a truncatedset
of all wave functions in order to eliminate this redundancy,but this clearlyputsa
limit on computationswith larger lattices and doesnot particularly improve our

understandingof the physicalcontentsof the lattice loop variables,or of the action
of the hamiltonian. I will tackle the overcompletenessproblem already at the
classicallevel. The results presentedin this and the following sectionshould be
regardedas a first steptowardsreconstructingclassicalandquantumgaugetheory
(and possibly gravity) in terms of gauge-invariantloop variables from scratch,
without relying on a functional transformfrom usual formulations(as used,for

example,in ref. [81).
Mandelstamconstraintsexist of coursefor anygaugegroup,but havea different

form for different groups.For this reasonit is not straightforwardto generalizethe
results presentedhere to other SU(N)-gaugegroupsor to perform the large-N
limit; alreadyfor SU(3) the analogoustreatmentwill be much moreinvolved, but
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presumablystill possible.In the following we will introducea set of independent

loop variables(3.1) in the descriptionof hamiltonianSU(2)-latticegaugein 2 + 1
dimensions,i.e. with loops lying on a spatial N x N lattice.The generalizationto

the three- and four-dimensionallattice is surprisinglyeasyand contains nothing
really new. However, since the choice of independentloop variables is quite
different from the two-dimensionalcase,it is discussedseparatelyin sect.4.

Unfortunately the resultsof sect. 2 cannotbe used immediatelyto constructa
set of independentloop variableson the lattice.To apply the reductionprocedure,

onehasto choosea basepoint 0 on the lattice,andall loopsmustgo throughand
be composedat 0. This is unphysicalor at leastinconvenientbecauseit breaksthe
translational symmetry of the periodic lattice. One can give an algorithm for
expressingany T(p),with ,u a contractibleloopon the lattice, in termsof variables
T(a) andT(a/3), where a and /3 arebasicplaquetteloopsbasedandcomposedat
O (basicplaquetteloops are going round one of the N2 plaquetteswith some
canonicallychosen“spike” [9] connectingthem with the origin.) However, thereis
no obviouswayof selectinganindependentsubsetfrom this restrictedset,henceI
will proceedslightly differently.

In the usual Hamiltonian SU(2)-lattice gaugetheory a la Kogut and Susskind

[10] on a N XN lattice with periodicboundaryconditions,we know how to count
the numberof physicaldegreesof freedom.It is givenby

(numberof links — numberof sites) X dim(SU(2)) 3 2

= (2N2 —N2) ><3 = 3N2, ( . )

whereone hasusedthe fact that the reducedconfigurationspaceis the quotient
space

x
1SU(2)

Qred = x5SU(2)5’ (3.3)

with x1 and x denotingthe productover all links andsitesrespectively,andthat
in a generic point of the configuration space 0 = x1SU(2)1 the gauge group
x 5SU(2)~hasvanishingisotropygroup,i.e. the action is essentiallyfree.

Let usnow introducea specialsubsetof loop variablesT on the N 1<N lattice.
We label the N

2 lattice plaquettesby two naturalnumbersi and 1, 1 ~ i, j ~
according to their position on the lattice, with the identifications i + n i and
j + n ~j. With eachplaquette(ij) we associatethe threetracevariables

T(y~~):= Tr

T(y
11 ° ~ i,j) := Tr

T(y~° Yi,j±~):= Tr ~ (3.4)
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_ ___ 7ijO7~,~+i

Iij °

Fig. 1.

where y~denotesthe closed loop going round the plaquette(ij) with positive
orientation(seefig. 1).

Neighbouringplaquetteloops arecomposedin any pointof the link they share
in common,the contributionscoming from this link cancelanyway. This gives us
exactly3N2 different loop variablesfor thewhole lattice.If we canshow they are
independentthey must (at least locally) give a good parametrizationfor the
reducedconfigurationspace,since by constructionthey aregauge-invariant.

In order to provethat thesevariablesare really independent,I showedthat in a

genericpoint p of the reducedconfigurationspace0red’ their associatedtangent
vectorsspanthe tangent spaceTPQFCd. Since the loop variables are constructed
from local link variablesU, in an essentiallylocal way, sufficiently separatedloop
variables“do not know about eachother”, and (on a sufficiently big lattice) it
suffices to prove the independencein a local “neighbourhood”(consistingof 17
loop variables),to be definedbelow.This involvesthe computationof the rankof a

24 x 17 matrix which I found most easyto perform with the help of a computer
program,for randomparametervalues(correspondingto randompointsp © Qred~

To obtain the neighbourhoodof a given link 1, consider the set of links

occurringin loop variablesof the type (3.4) that contain also U, (thereare 8 such
loop variables);then form the set of all loopvariablesthat canbe constructedfrom
the correspondinglink holonomiesalone, using (3.4) (there are 17 such loop
variables).We will say that the neighbourhoodcontains23 links andconsistsof 17
loop variables(fig. 2). (Note that in the caseof SU(2) the loop variable T(a) does

not dependon the orientationof a.)

_ _ I _

Fig. 2.
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To check the independenceof these 17 loops variables I used the following
method.

(a) Choose a maximal gauge-fixingof links, i.e. gauge-fixa maximal tree [20]
(the final result is of courseindependentof this gauge-fixing).

(b) Parametrizethe SU(2)’s associatedwith the remainingeight (oriented) links
as in (A.4). On each three-sphereuse the coordinate patch with a1 ~ 0,
parametrizedby the independentvariables a2, a3 and a4. (Certainly for weak
fields pointswith a1 = 0 are neverreached,but also the choice a2±0, say, leads

to the sameresult.)
(c) Expressthe 17 loop variablesin termsof these24 parametersandcompute

their gradients (17 vector fields in the 24-dimensionaltangent space to the
parameterspace).

(d) Usea computerprogramto show that for genericvaluesof the parameters
the 17 vectorsare linearly independent.This involves finding a submatrix of rank
17 of a 24 x 17 matrix. I used a simple FORTRAN program with a MATH/
LIBRARY subroutinefor calculatingdeterminantsto checkthat onecan actually
find such submatrices.Once this result is established,it is easyto check that
enlargingthe neighbourhoodby addinglinks (andtherebynew loopvariables(3.4))

cannotgive rise to any new dependencesamongthe new andold loop variables.
Forexample,“glueingon” aplaquetteat oneof thefour cornersof fig. 2 amounts
to addingone unfixed (andone gauge-fixed)link to the diagram,and at the same
time increasesthe numberof possibleloop variablesfrom 17 to 20. The threenew
loop variablesare independentamongthemselves,and all three dependon the
new link, whereasnone of the 17 old loop variables dependon the addedlink.
Henceall 20 loop variablesform an independentset. The sameis true if we add
otherplaquettesto thediagram.Thiscompletestheproofof local independenceof
thesevariables.

What might still happenis that new dependencesarise throughthe periodicity
of the lattice, i.e. when the neighbourhoodor enlargedneighbourhoodwraps
aroundthe whole lattice andsomelinks becomeidentified.This is to be compared
with the caseof the U(1)-gaugetheory on the periodic N x N lattice,where the
plaquetteloops T(y1~)alone are locally independentin the sensejust described.
However, if one considersall N

2 variables T(y,
1), one finds one constraint

betweenall of them,which meansthat only N
2 — 1 are independent.This “global”

constraintexists independentlyof the lattice size N. I could show by an explicit
computationlike the one describedin (a)—(d) abovethat for the SU(2)-theoryon
the 1 x 1, 2 x 2 and 3 1< 3 lattice no such global constraintsexist and the loop
variables (3.4) are indeed independent.More details of the 1 1< 1 lattice are

discussedbelow.
This strongly suggeststhat the loop variables (3.4) are a complete set of

independentparametersfor the reducedconfigurationspaceof the SU(2)-lattice
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gaugetheory, althoughso far I havenot beenable to find a proof for the absence
of global constraintsin the generalcase.

The set of (at least locally) independentlattice loop variableshasa numberof
interestingproperties.First of all they are almost local in the sensethat individual
loops do not extend over more than two plaquettes.Certainly one can find
independentvariablesdependingon loopsof arbitrarily big size, but the aim here
was to make them as local as possible. It is remarkablethat all gauge-invariant
information aboutthe configurationspaceof the lattice theory is containedin the
tracesof holonomiesof loops aroundsingleplaquettesand pairs of vertically or
horizontallyadjacentplaquettes.Of coursethis doesnot imply that trace variables
not belongingto theindependentset canbe easily expressedin termsof them.The
importanceof short loops may be the reasonwhy a cutoff in loop length as, for
example,employedin [6,9] leadsto reasonableresults.

With SU(2) beinga compactgroup,the reducedconfigurationspace°red is also
compact,and all T- and L-variablesmay assumerealvaluesbetween—2 and +2
only. Moreover,values for the independentset of loop variables(3.4) cannotbe
chosenfreely from this range,but have to obey certain inequalities. For two
horizontallyadjacentplaquettes(‘7) and (i + 1, 1), the inequality reads

0 � 1 L(y,1y1~11)1 � 2~1— ~L(y~1)
2~1 — ~L(y~~

11)
2 (3.5)

(using the L-variablesin (3.4) for convenience)andsimilarly for vertically adjacent
pairs of lattice plaquettes.This follows immediately from the definition of these
variables.Pointsfor which equality holds, i.e.

1 L(y~y~
1)H = 2~1— ~L(y~1)

2~I — +L(y~+
11)

2, (3.6)

lie on the edgeof the reducedconfigurationspace.In thesepoints the threeioop
variablesL(y

11), L(y1~1,~)and L(y~~y1~I,j) areno longerindependentandneither
are their associatedtangentvectorsin this point. This happensfor configurations
with 1< y~ = 0 which, accordingto formula (A.6), is a gauge-invariantstate-
ment.ParticularcasesareU~..= ]i~,i.e. L(y11) = 2, or U,, = IL. The sameis true

if we restrictthe holonomiesU to lie in the U(l)-subgroupof SU(2) definedby all
matrices(A.4) with vanishing off-diagonal entries, becausethen L(a/3) can be
computedfrom L(a) and L(/3). Thesedegeneraciesof the parametrization(3.4)
were of courseto be expectedon generalgrounds.The degenerateconfigurations
provide convenientindependentchecks for the correctnessof the determinant
programs.

The useof L-variablesis also particularly suitedto theweak-fieldlimit. In this
limit holonomiesare close to the unit matrix, which implies that a1 is close to 1
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U2

S

U1
Fig. 3.

and a2, a3 and a4 are of order e,with e small. Then L(a/3) is of order e
2 and

negligibly small compared to L(a) and L(f3), and the theory looks “almost
abelian”.

As an illustration, let us treat the 1 x 1 lattice explicitly. There are only two
links, U

1 and U2 (fig. 3), and no gauge-fixingis possible.Under an SU(2)-gauge

transformation g on the site s they transform according to (U1, U2) —s

(gU1g ~,gU2g _1)• Forgenericconfigurationsthe actionof the gaugegroupSU(2)
is free and hence the dimension of

0red is three. The gauge-invariantloop
variables(3.4) for this lattice are

Tr U
2U1U~’U~

1,

Tr U
2U1U1U~

1U
1

1U
1~’,

Tr U2U2U1U~
1U~1U~1. (3.7)

The proof of the independenceof thesevariablescan be reducedto the proof of
the independenceof the variables Tr(U

1), Tr(U2) and Tr(U1U2) (using the steps
outlinedin sect. 1), which is straightforward.Anotherthingonecanshow is that if
Tr(U1) = Tr(L11’), Tr(U2) = Tr(U~)and Tr(U1U2) = Tr(U1’U2’), then one can always
find a transformationg E SU(2) such that U1’ = gU1g

1 and U
2’ = gU2g ~. This

implies that the trace-variablesindeedcaptureall the gauge-invariantinformation
of the system.Onecould think of a different set of loop variablesto describethe
1 1< 1 theory, for example,

Tr(U2U1U~’U1~),

Tr(U2U2U1U~
1U~U~1),

Tr(U
2U2U2U1U~’UU~’U~’), (3.8)

but oneimmediatelyverifiesthat thesearenowhereindependentandhencedo not
providea good parametrizationfor

0red
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4. Generalization to three and four dimensions

A key questionis whether the results of sect. 3 can be generalizedto higher
dimensions.In the following I will show it is indeedpossible to find a subsetof
independentloop variableson the three- andfour-dimensionalhypercubiclattice,
and — aswas the casein two dimensions— thereis a surprisinglysimplechoiceof
sucha subset.

We first discussthe Nx N x N lattice andlater generalizeto four dimensions.
The numberof physical degreesof freedom for the pure gaugesystemis 6N3,
namely 6 for eachunit cube.The loops will be chosensmall and therebytheir
correspondingvariablesas localized as possible. I will associatesix independent
loop variableswith every unit cubeand illustrate this choicewith the help of the
1 1< 1 1< 1 lattice with periodicboundaryconditions(fig. 4). The variableU, denotes
the SU(2) matrix associatedwith the oriented link in positive i-direction. The
preferredset of loops consistsof threeplaquette-loopsof link length 4 and three
loops of link length 6, andtheir correspondingtrace variablesaregiven explicitly

by

T(a
1) :=Tr U2U3U~IU~’,

T(a2) :=Tr U1U3Uj
1U~1,

T(a
3) :rTr U1U2U~U~

1,

T(a
1a2) :=Tr U3U2U1U~

1U~’U~’,

T(a
2a3) =Tr U1U3U2U~’U~

1U~’,

T(a
1a3) :=Tr U2U~U3U~’U~’U~

1, (4.1)

using the notation a~for the loop going around the plaquette perpendicular to the
i-direction, and a suggestivenotation for the longer loops extendingover two
plaquettes.Note that thereare threedifferent kinds of loops of link length 6 we
could have used to supplement the plaquette loops: the L-shaped loops (for

Fig. 4.
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2~

Fig. 5.

example,along the link sequence11131211 12/3) adoptedin (4.1), the “unbent”
loops of type ~ and “zigzag loops” of type 11131211 /3/2. Loops of
the first kind werechosenbecausethey aremorelocal than the unbent loopsand
canbe understoodasproductsof just two plaquetteloops,which will be important
in the constructionof the reducedconfigurationspacelater. Note that in the U(1)

theory the numberof physical degreesof freedom is 2 per unit cube and hence
T(a1), T(a2) and T(a3) by themselveswould not be independentvariables.This
just restatesthe well-known fact that in the abeliantheory the Wilson plaquette
sitting on the six facesof a cubearenot independent[16]. We emphasizethat the
samestatementis not true for the non-abeliantheory.

The loop variablesfor the N 1< N X N lattice are simply given by a copy of the
set (4.1) for eachunit cubeof thelattice (now of coursewithout periodicboundary
conditions for individual unit cubes). To show the independenceof the loop
variablesof the loop variables(4.1), 1 used exactly the samemethod as in two
dimensions,with the following changes:the neighbourhoodof a link / contains
now 25 links and consistsof 20 loop variables(fig. 5). The maximal gauge-fixed
tree consistsof 15 links andhence leaves10 links unfixed. The independenceof

the 20 loop variablescontainedin the neighbourhoodcould easilybe established
by finding submatricesof rank 20 of the relevant30 X 20 matrix. The next step
consistsagain in showingthat by “glueing on” new links to the local neighbour-
hood of fig. 5 (and therebycreatingnew loop variablesof type (4.1)) no depen-
dencebetweenthe loop variablescan arise.Let us illustrate a typical step in the
proof by an explicit example.

In fig. 5, glue on the link going from site 1 to site 3. This link must remain
unfixed, sincethe gauge-fixedbefore addingthe link wasassumedto be given by a
maximal tree. This enlargesthe neighbourhoodby two plaquette-loopvariables,
one of type T(a1) andone of type T(a3). Thosetwo variablesare independentof
eachother, being a subsetof the neighbourhoodof the newly addedlink. On the
other hand, both are independentof all other loop variables,becausenone of
theseold variablesdependon the new link. Thereforethe enlargedneighbourhood
consistsnow of 22 independentloop variables.We leave it as an exerciseto the
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readerto prove that a further enlargementof the neighbourhoodis possibleby
glueingon new links in steps like the onejust described.

Let usnow considerthe generalizationof the aboveframeworkto the hypercu-
bic lattice in four dimensions.Note that in threedimensionsthe threeindependent
directionscould be treatedon an equal footing as far as the choice of the set of
independentloop variableswas concerned.In four dimensions the numberof
physical degreesof freedomper unit cell is 9, and a similar constructionis not
possible.As a result,therenaturallyemergesa preferreddirection,which we shall
call the time direction. lt turns out to be sufficient to supplementthe three-dimen-
sional “space-like” loop variableswith threetypesof “time-like” loop variablesto
arrive at a set of independentvariablesin four dimensions.For the 1 x 1 x 1 x 1
unit cell (obtainedby addinglinks U0 in fig. 4) this amountsto adding the three
loop variables

T(61) :=Tr UU~U1,’U~’,

T(62) :=Tr U0U2U,~’U2’,

T(63) := Tr UQU3U,~’U~’, (4.2)

to the set (4.1), with 6~denotingthe correspondingtime-like plaquetteloops. Due
to this anisotropicchoice,the neighbourhoodsof a time-like anda space-likelink
look very different. We will thereforeconsiderthe neighbourhoodof a pair of a
space-likelink U, anda time-like link U0 emergingfrom the samesite, andrepeat
the procedureoutlined for the three-dimensionalcase.This “combined” neigh-
bourhoodconsistsof 42 links and27 loop variables(20 space-likeof type (4.1) and
7 time-like of type (4.2)). It is straightforwardto generalizethe three-dimensional
gauge-fixedmaximal tree (25 of the 42 links can be fixed) and the proof of
independenceof the loopvariablescontainedin the neighbourhood(one profitably
works with the three-dimensionalspatial projectionsof the four-dimensionallink
and loop configurations).Also the enlargementof the neighbourhoodby glueing
on links doesnot presentany difficulties.

In order to obtain a simple descriptionof the physical,reducedconfiguration
spaceQred’ it is useful to makea coordinatetransformationof the double-plaquette
variables, i.e. the six-link loop variablesT(a,a1) to L(a,a1) accordingto formula
(Al). The space Qred is then the cartesianproduct of 3N

3 plaquette-loop
variables T(a,) and the 3N3 variables L(a,a~)(on the four-dimensionallattice
there are 3N4 T(a,), 3N4 L(a,a~)plus the 3N4 time-like plaquettevariables

T(6,)). The variables L(a,a~)are againsubject to inequalitiesof the form (3.5),
with y,

1, ~ ~ substitutedby a1, a1. On the boundaryof °red (consideringonly the
three-dimensionaltheory for the moment), i.e. in points where the equality (3.6)
holds for oneor morepairs of plaquettesa, and a1, the parametrizationbecomes
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singular and the dimensionof TQred is less than 6N3. So far, no such singular
pointshavebeendiscoveredin the interior of 0red~ Note that with our particular
choiceof loop variablesa givenspatialplaquettea occurstwice in some L-variable
argument.

This completesthe descriptionof the independentloop variablesin threeand

four dimensions.Again, in principle dependencesbetweenthe loopvariablescould
arise when one starts identifying some of the link and loop variables while

enlarginga neighbourhood,becauseof the periodicity of the boundaryconditions.
The absenceof such“global constraints”hasbeenverified by explicit computation
for the i3 and i4 lattices.This can be takenas an indication of their absencein
general,although — like in the two-dimensionalcase — we do not as yet havean
explicit proof of this fact.

5. Conclusions

For pure SU(2)-latticegaugetheory in two, threeandfour dimensions,thereis
completedescription of the reducedconfigurationspace,given in terms of 3N2,
6N3 and 9N4 independentloop variablesrespectively(providedone can rule out
global constraintsfor lattice sizesbiggerthan N = 3 in two andbiggerthan N = 1
in threeandfour dimensions).This is remarkable,since from the structureof the
quotient (3.3) it is not clear that sucha descriptionshouldexist at all. What may be
surprising is the simplicity of our solutions for the independentloop variables.
They are localized aroundindividual unit cells (two unit cells in the two-dimen-
sional case)anddescribethe lattice in a very homogeneousway. This is in contrast
with the usual,maximally gauge-fixeddescriptionin termsof the gauge-covariant
link variables U,. A direct comparisonbetween this and our gauge-invariant
approachis not straightforward,becausethe gauge-fixing in the former is never
completeandthe form of a maximal treeis not invariantunderlattice translations,
unlike the set of independentloop variables,which is symmetric under lattice
translations,i.e. doesnot distinguishany particular link on the lattice. From the
point of view of the intrinsically gauge-invariantformulation the gauge-covariant
description looks somewhatindirect and awkward. Finding independentlattice
variablesis a non-trivial result, sinceit amountsto solving a highly coupledset of

non-linearequations(1.2).
There are in principle two waysof quantizingthe SU(2)-latticegaugetheory,

given the independentloop variables. In a hamiltonian approach,one has to
supplementthe configurationvariablesby appropriatemomentumvariables.This

could be done along the lines proposed,for example,in ref. [81,where one uses
gauge-invariantgeneralizationsT”(a), n � 0, of the variablesT(a), with n conju-
gatemomentaE insertedinto the tracesof the holonomies.The centralproblem
is then to rewrite the classicalPoissonalgebraformedby the T”(a) (which suffer
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from the same overcompleteness as the T(a) T°(a))in terms of an independent
subsetof the T”(a). In the lagrangianformulation,the next step consistsin finding
the correct form of the usual invariant group measuref[dU] [201in terms of the
independentL-variables, which is necessaryfor the computationof expectation
valuesof observables.Work on this problem is in progress.

How the resultsof this papercanbe exploitedin the continuumformulation of
Yang—Mills theoryand gravity remainsto be seen.Unlike on the lattice, in the
continuumwe do not have the concept of a smallestloop (of finite size). An
interesting question is how the reduction of classical loop variables can be
implementedon the representationspaceof the quantumtheory(usually given in
termsof a set of loop functionals).This is also relevantto thesearchof solutionsto
the hamiltonianconstraintin quantumgravity [3,15,19].For instance,theleft-hand
side of eq. (A.6), viewed as a loop wave functional [15], is annihilated by the
hamiltonian constraint operator,and there are presumablymore such solutions
which assumea simpleform in termsof the L-variables.

Many thanksto P. Lauwersfor discussionsaboutlattice gaugetheory.

Appendix A

In this appendixwe introducea different, but equivalentset of loop variables
andderivetheidentities (2.7) and(2.8). In termsof theseso-calledL-variablesthe
identitiesassumea muchsimpler form. The L-variablesare totally “antisymmetric”
with respect to basic loops and were already introducedin ref. [7] in a more
restricted context. These particular combinations of T-variables appear in a
naturalway on the right-hand sidesof Poisson-bracketrelations amongvariables

T”. Forpositively orientedbasicloops a, /~, y,.. . ,define

L(a) := T(a),

L(a13) := ~(T(ap) - T(a131)) = T(a13) -

L(a/3y) := ~(T(a/3y) - T(a13’y) - T(a/3y1) + T(a13’y1)

-T(ayf3) + T(ay~f3)+ T(ay/3~) - T(ay~I3~))

= T(af3y) - ~T(a)T(/3y) - ~T(/3)T(ay)

- ~T(y)T(a/3) + ~T(a)T(/3)T(y). (A.1)
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We can invert these equationsand obtain expressionsfor T(a), T(a/3) and
T(a/3y) in terms of L-variables.From this definition follow the properties

L(a/3) = -L(a1/3) = -L(a/31) =L(a~/3~) L(/3a),

L(a/3y) = —L(a’py) = —L(a/3’y) =

L(a/3y) =L(f3ya) =L(-yaf3) = —L(ayf3), (A.2)

which in turn imply

2 i 2

L(aa)=T(aa)—~T(a) =~L(a) —2,

L(aa/3) =0. (A.3)

The L-variables have a straightforwardgeometricalmeaning: recall the standard

parametrization for SU(2)-matrices in the fundamentalrepresentation

a
1 + ia2 a3 + ia4

U = . . , (A.4)
—a3+ Ia4 a1 — ía2

a, real, a~+ a~+ a~+ a~= 1, which realizesthe imbedding of SU(2) as three-
sphereinto I~1.If a, /3 and y arebasicloops, the associatedloop variablesare

L(a) =
2a~,

L(a/3) = —2(a
2/32+a3f33+a4/34)=—2a1 ~j3

L(a/3y)=—2y~(a~X/31), (A.5)

where we have introduced a convenientvectorial notation. We representan
elementU,, of SU(2) as a unit vectora in 1~”anddenotethe componentsin the 2-,
3- and4-directionby the three-vectora

The variable L(a) just gives us twice the 1-componentof the vectora. If we
considerL-variablesof single basic loops, the SU(2)’s associatedwith different
loopsareunrelated.However,in L(a/3) thecomponentsof bothvectorsget mixed,
and L(a/3) is the scalarproduct of the two vectorsa~ and /3 ~. Hencewe can
understandthe variablesL(af3) as specifyingthe “relative orientation”of the two
SU(2)’s associatedwith the two basic loops a and /3. The vectorial notation
exhibitsthe fact that all constraintson L- or T-variablesareequivalentto certain
vectorproductidentitiesof vectorsin fIg. Anotheruseful relation in this contextis

L(a13)
2_L(a2)L(/32)= -4(a~ x13

1)
2. (A.6)
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The newvariableswill be usedin the following to derive the identities(2.7) and
(2.8). Note thatonecanobtain non-trivial identitiesfrom T-variablesdependingon
five (or more)basic loopswith the help of the 4-loop identity (2.6). For example,
take a variable T(af3y8c) dependingon five basic loops. Apply eq. (2.6) to
T(a/3~.ee),with p. = y o 8 treatedas oneloop, then substitutey o 8 backinto the
resulting expressionand eliminate all terms T dependingon four basic loopsby
repeateduseof eq.(2.6). Do the samefor the variable T(af3yA),where A = 8 °

From T(af3p.�)— T(af3yA)= 0 we then obtain an identity for five basic loops in

termsof T’s dependingon at most threebasicloops. In termsof L-variablesit has
the form

L(aI3y)L(8E) + L(ayc)L(138) — L(f3yE)L(a6) — L(af3e)L(y8) = 0, (A.7)

and similar expressionsone obtains by cyclic permutationof a, /3, y, 8 and e.
From eq. (A.7) follows a four-loop identity by setting 8 = e. In order to derive

non-trivial three-loopidentities, one has to start from an expressionT(a/3y8cp~)
dependingon six basic loops. If we apply to the identity

T((af3y)8ep.)— T(a(,Byô)ep.)=0, (A.8)

the four-loopidentity (2.6) in the mannerdescribedabove,we obtain anexpression
containing two T’s depending on five basic loops, namely, T(a(/3y)qL) and

T((f3y)ôcp.).Thesewe reducevia eq. (2.6) as indicatedby the parentheses.Thus
we can rewrite eq. (A.8) in terms of T’s with at most four basic loops. This
expressioncanthenunambiguouslybe reducedusingequation(2.6).After a lot of

algebraone obtainsthe identity

L(6cp~)(L(/3)L(a-y) +L(y)L(af3)) —L(a�p.)(L(/3)L(y8) +L(-y)L(f36))

+2L(a/3y)L(6e1a)— 2L(a�p.)L(f3y8) + L(cxf3p.)L(8e)L(y)

—L(aJ3e)L(8p.)L(-y)+L(ay1a)L(8�)L(f3) —L(a-y�)L(8p.)L(f3)

+L(138p.)L(ae)L(y) —L(/38�)L(ap.)L(y) +L(yôp.)L(a�)L(/3)

—L(y6e)L(ap.)L(p) +L(a13)L(yp.)L(6e) —L(af3)L(-y�)L(6p.)

+L(ay)L(f3e)L(6p.) —L(ay)L(f3p.)L(8e) +L(ae)L(/3p.)L(y8)

—L(ae)L(f36)L(yp.) +L(ap.)L(138)L(-yc) —L(ap.)L(f3c)L(-y6)=0.

(A.9)

Settingnow p. = a, 6 = /3 and i = y, we arrive at the three-loopidentity (2.7). Now
substitutein expression(A.9) (a/3y6ep.)by (aJ3yf3y6),andaddto the result again
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expression (A.9), this time with the substitution (a/3y8�p.)—~ (ayf3/3y6). This
leadsto the four-loop identity

L(af3y)L(/3y6) =~(—L(af3)L(y6)L(py) —L(ay)L(/36)L(f3y)

+L(a6)L(/3y)2 +L(a/3)L(y2)L(136)

+L(ay)L(y6)L(f32) — L(a6)L(/32)L(y2)). (A.10)

Combining formulas (2.7) and(A.10) leadsto eq. (2.8). For the sakeof complete-
ness and to illustrate the usefulnessof the L-variables, we finally give the
expressionfor eqs.(2.7) and(2.8) in termsof T-variables.They are

(T(apy) - ~T(a)T(/3y) - ~T(/3)T(ay) - ~T(y)T(a/3) +

+(T(a13) — ~T(a)T(f3))(T(ay) — ~yT(a)T(y))(T(/3y) — ~T(/3)T(y))

-

-~(T(ay) -

- ~(T(/3y) - ~T(p)T(y))2(~T(a)2 -2)

+ ~(~T(a)2 - 2)(~T(p)2 - 2)(~T(y)2 -2) =0. (A.11)

and

T(a/3)2T(y6)2+ T(ay)2T(/36)2+ T(a6)2T(13y)2

+T(a13)2(T(y)2+T(6)2_T(y)T(6)T(y6) _4)

+ T(ay)2(T(/3)2+ T(6)2 - T(f3)T(6)T(136)-4)

+ T(a6)2(T(13)2+ T(y)2 - T(f3)T(y)T(f3y) -4)

+T(/3y)2(T(a)2+T(6)2—T(a)T(6)T(a8) -4)

+ T(p6)2(T(a)2+ T(y)2 - T(a)T(y)T(ay) -4)

+ T(y8)2(T(a)2+ T(/3)2 - T(a)T(13)T(a13)-4)

— 4)T(13y)T(136)T(yö)+ (T(13)2 - 4)T(ay)T(a6)T(y8)
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+ (T(y)2 - 4)T(af3)T(a6)T(136) + (T(6)2 - 4)T(a13)T(ay)T(13y)

+(T(af3)T(y6) + T(ay)T(f36))(T(a)T(6)T(f3y) + T(f3)T(y)T(a6))

+(T(a/3)T(y6) + T(aô)T(f3y))(T(a)T(y)T(136) + T(f3)T(6)T(ay))

+(T(a6)T(/3y) + T(ay)T(f36))(T(a)T(f3)T(y6) + T(y)T(6)T(a/3))

—2T(af3)T(f3y)T(-y6)T(a6)—2T(ay)T(f36)T(a6)T(13y)

— 2T(ay)T(/36)T(a13)T(y6)

+(2- T(a)2)(T(/3)T(y)T(136)T(y6)+ T(13)T(6)T(13y)T(y6)

+T(y)T(6)T(/3y)T(/36))

+ (2- T(13)2)(T(a)T(y)T(a6)T(y6) + T(a)T(6)T(ay)T(y6)

+ T(y)T(6)T(ay)T(a6))

- T(y)2)(T(a)T(13)T(a6)T(136)+ T(a)T(6)T(a/3)T(136)

+T(f3)T(6)T(af3)T(a6))

+ (2- T(6)2)(T(a)T(13)T(cry)T(13y)+ T(a)T(y)T(af3)T(/3y)

+ T(13)T(y)T(a/3)T(ay))

+ T(a)T(f3)T(a13)(T(y)2T(6)2- 2T(y)2- 2T(6)2 + 4)

+ T(a)T(y)T(ay)(T(/3)2T(6)2 - 2T(/3)2 - 2T(6)2 + 4)

+ T(a)T(6)T(a6)(T(13)2T(y)2 - 2T(13)2- 2T(y)2+ 4)

+ T(13)T(y)T(13y)(T(a)2T(6)2- 2T(a)2 - 2T(6)2 + 4)

+ T(13)T(6)T(136)(T(a)2T(y)2- 2T(a)2 - 2T(y)2+ 4)

+ T(y)T(8)T(y6)(T(a)2T(p)2 - 2T(a)2 - 2T(p)2+4)

+ T(a)2T(/3)2T(y)2+ T(a)2T(/3)2T(6)2

+ T(a)2T(y)2T(6)2+ T(/3)2T(y)2T(6)2

— T(a)2T(/3)2T(y)2T(8)2— 4(T(a)2 + T(/3)2 + T(y)2 + T(6)2) + 160.

(A.12)
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